KAKONZEDWE NDI KAYIMBIDWE KA SANSI NGATI CHIKHALIDWE CHOFUNIKA KUTETEZEWDWA PADZIKO LONSE LAPANSI

(SANSI MUSIC MAKING AND PLAYING NOMINATION TO THE REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF HUMANITY)

CHILOLEZO

(CONSENT FORM)

Ine...TIA KALUMO..................................................ngati mwini dera m'boma lino la Ntchisi, ku chigawo chapakati m'dziko la Malawi, ndikuvomereza kuti luso la kakonzedwe ndi kayimbidwe ka Sansi iliwikidwe pam'ndandanda wa zikhaliidwe zofunika kutetezezdwa kudzela ku bungwe loona za chikhaliidwe padzikonse lonse lapansi la UNESCO ngati mbali imodzi ya ntchito imene Boma la Malawi likutsata poteteza ukudaulo ndi nzeru zakhaliidwe chathu.

II...TIA KALUMO..................................................of Ntchisi District in the Central Region of Malawi, consent to the nomination of Sansi Music Playing, for possible inscription on UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity under the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, as part of the effort by the Government of Malawi to safeguard the knowledge and practice of this element.)

Dzina (Name of the person obtaining consent): Lovemore Mazibuko

Chizindikiritso (Signature):........................................Tsiku (Date): 11-01-2017
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KAKONZEDWE NDI KAYIMBIDWE KA SANSI NGATI CHIKHALIDWE CHOFUNIKA KUTETEZEDWA: PADZIKO LONSE LAPANSI

(SANSI MUSIC MAKING AND PLAYING NOMINATION TO THE REPRESENTATIVE LIST OF INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF HUMANITY)

CHILOLEZO
(CONSENT FORM)

Ine... Chevalamongwe Charles Mwanthama Sanza... Mfumu Yayikulu... Kalumo... m'boma la Ntchisi, mu chigawo chapakati m'ndizo la Malawi, ndikuvomereza kuti zomwe ndifotokoze ndi kujambulidwa zigwirisidwe ntchito posankha kakonzedwe ndi kayimbidwe ka Sansi kukhala pam'ndandanda wa zikhalidwe zofunika kutetezedwa kudzela ku bungwe la UNESCO ngati mbali imodzi ya ntchito imene boma likuchita poteteza ukadaulo ndi nzeru zachikhalidwe chathu chofunikira padziko lonse la pansi.

(Charles Chevalamongwe Mwanthama Sanza Village in Traditional Authority Kalumo in Ntchisi District of the Central Region of Malawi, consent to give information for the nomination of Sansi Music Playing, for possible inscription on UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity under the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, as part of the effort by the Government of Malawi to safeguard the knowledge and practice of this element.)

Dzina (Name of the person obtaining consent):.... Lovemore Mazibuko

Chizindikiritsa (Signature):... 10 January 2017

Tsiku (Date):... 10/11/2017
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